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Lucas di Grassi electrifies Rome
• Audi e-tron FE04 on demo drive through Italy’s capital
• Track layout presented for race on April 14, 2018
• Countdown is underway: 44 days to go before season opens in Hong Kong
Rome, October 19, 2017 – Lucas di Grassi and the Audi e-tron FE04 have electrified Rome:
The reigning Formula E Champion on a demo drive together with other teams promoted the
electric racing series that will be held in Italy’s capital on April 14, 2018. The track layout for
the premiere in Rome promises to deliver a race set in spectacular surroundings.
From the world’s largest amphitheater that was built nearly two millenniums ago directly into
the future: Formula E with Champion Lucas di Grassi on a demo drive through Rome caused a
sensation while promoting Formula E’s visit to the “Eternal City.” Following events in Asia,
Africa, South and North America, the electric racing series will be holding its first European
round of the new season in Rome before traveling on to Paris, Berlin and Zürich, and then back
to North America.
“I’ve seen a lot in three years of Formula E, and this drive through Rome will be another
unforgettable experience,” Lucas di Grassi said following his tour of some ten kilometers in the
Audi e-tron FE04 which took him directly along the Colosseum and other sights.
“Congratulations to Formula E that is making this possible, and ‘thank you’ to Rome for its
hospitality. The track looks exciting even at first glance. I’m sure this E-Prix is going to become
another highlight on the Formula E calendar.”
Formula E has now published the track layout as well. The circuit in the EUR district (which
stands for “Esposizione Universale di Roma,” the Rome World Expo) is routed around the
famous Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana and the futuristic La Nuvola convention center. “Even the
venue itself, with its architectural contrasts, symbolizes the journey from the past into the
future – exactly what Formula E stands for,” says di Grassi. With hairpins, narrow chicanes and a
mix of slow and fast sections the circuit promises to deliver a race that will be exciting in a
sporting sense as well.
The event in Rome marks another stage on the road to the start of the new season. The first two
races will be held in Hong Kong on December 2 and 3.
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The Audi Group, with its brands Audi, Ducati and Lamborghini, is one of the most successful manufacturers
of automobiles and motorcycles in the premium segment. It is present in more than 100 markets
worldwide and produces at 16 locations in 12 countries. 100 percent subsidiaries of AUDI AG include Audi
Sport GmbH (Neckarsulm), Automobili Lamborghini S.p.A. (Sant’Agata Bolognese, Italy) and Ducati Motor
Holding S.p.A. (Bologna, Italy).
In 2016, the Audi Group delivered to customers about 1.868 million automobiles of the Audi brand,
3,457 sports cars of the Lamborghini brand and 55,451 motorcycles of the Ducati brand. In the 2016
fiscal year, AUDI AG achieved total revenue of €59.3 billion and an operating profit of €3.1 billion. At
present, approximately 88,000 people work for the company all over the world, more than 60,000 of them
in Germany. Audi focuses on sustainable products and technologies for the future of mobility.
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